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The Matégot collection welcomes the newest addition; the Matégot lounge table.
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Designed by Mathieu Matégot

M AT É G O T  C O L L E C T I O N

Mathieu Matégot’s designs are organic and 
have touches of light to create a joyful sense 
to their ambience. Matégot crafted con-
temporary designs by using techniques that 
was highly innovative and groundbreaking 
in the 50’s. GUBI proudly keeps the legacy 
of Mathieu Matégot alive and strive to en-
hance and extent his vision, latest by adding 
his 1960 lounge table to the collection. 

Matégot lounge table was designed in har-
mony with the changing design style of its 
period. The table is part of a new style in-
vestigation of Matégot since he moved on 
from his colourful and playful aesthetics of 
the 1950’s, away from focusing on the use 
of perforated metal. Therefore, the Matégot 
lounge table is part of a more sophisticated 
register that Matégot designed until 1963.

Joyful design with iconic status



Colours Smoked glass
Material Brass plated steel
Dimension (cm) H31 x Ø58

Colours Clear glass
Material Brass plated steel
Dimension (cm) H31 x Ø58

Designed by Mathieu Matégot, 1960 Designed by Mathieu Matégot, 1960

MATÉGOT LOUNGE TABLE MATÉGOT LOUNGE TABLE

The Matégot lounge table is with its organic 
and artistic form a chic lounge table suitable 
for any contemporary home.

The Matégot lounge table is with its organic 
and artistic form a chic lounge table suitable 
for any contemporary home.
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Learn more about Mategot Collection 
at GUBI.COM

Mathieu Matégot

Hungarian designer and architect, Mathieu 

Matégot (1910 - 2001), is one of last century’s 

most renowned designers with an innovative 

outlook on craftsmanship. His designs are 

organic and have touches of light to create a 

joyful sense to their ambience. Matégot crafted 

contemporary designs by using techniques that 

were highly innovative and groundbreaking. 

He was the first person to combine metal 

tubing with perforated sheet metal; ritigulle, a 

technique he patented and also a pairing that 

particularly characterizes his work.


